★ Spot the Difference ★
These two pictures are not the same!
Can you spot the 5 things that are missing from the picture on the right? Draw a circle on the picture where they should be.

★ Decorate the Door Hanger ★
Decorate the door hanger and then cut it out and hang it on your bedroom door.

★ Connect the Spots ★
Join the spots and then color in the picture.

★ Matching Pairs ★
Spot is doing lots of different things. Find the pairs which are the same. Draw a line with your pencil to match them.

★ Whose Balloon? ★
Spot and his friends have tangled their balloons. Can you help them follow the balloon strings to find which is whose, and then color them in?

★ Spot Likes Drawing Pictures ★
Help Spot color in the picture.